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Here, the main motivation comes from real algebraic geometry and the
w x study of semialgebraic sets; see 2, 12 . Abstract real spectra also called
. w xspaces of signs were introduced just recently in 1, 4, 21 . Orderings on a
real commutative ring give rise to an abstract real spectrum. The axioms of
an abstract real spectrum generalize those of a space of orderings. Con-
 .versely, if X, G is an abstract real spectrum then G has prime ideals and
 .at each prime p : G we can form the so-called residue space X , Gp p
w xwhich is a space of orderings. In 1, 21 various local-global principles are
proved for abstract real spectra. In particular, the results on minimal
generation of semialgebraic sets due to L. Brocker and C. Scheiderer carryÈ
over to this abstract setting.
Ordered skew fields were considered already by D. Hilbert in connec-
tion with his work on the foundations of geometry. Orderings on general
w xnoncommutative rings have received less attention. In 13, Chap. 6 , Lam
w x w xproves basic properties and gives some history; also see 7 . In 24 , Powers
introduces the real spectrum of higher level of a noncommutative ring. In
 .the present paper we show that orderings of level 1 on noncommutative
rings give rise to abstract real spectra exactly as in the commutative case.
As part of the proof, we show that if p is a real prime in a noncommuta-
tive ring A, then the orderings on A having support p form a space of
orderings in a natural way.
We show that if p is a real prime of A, then ab g p « a g p or b g p
 .so Arp is an integral domain . Orderings on A with support p corre-
 4spond to orderings on Arp with support 0 . In the commutative case,
 4support 0 orderings on an integral domain correspond to orderings on
the field of fractions. In the noncommutative case, the situation is more
 4complicated since there are integral domains having support 0 orderings
which cannot be embedded in a skew field.
It is clear that additional work remains to be done. For example, real
places on noncommutative integral domains need to be examined and the
connection of these with support zero orderings should be looked at. Also,
one should study specialization of orders and the noncommutative ana-
logue of the real holomorphy ring. These topics will be dealt with in a later
paper. Of course one would also like to find some geometric application of
the noncommutative real spectrum, but it is not clear how to proceed with
this.
1. INTRODUCTION
 .Throughout, A denotes a not necessarily commutative ring with 1.
Orderings on A are defined as in the commutative case.
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DEFINITION 1.1. A subset P : A is said to be an ordering of A if
P q P : P, PP : P, P j y P s A, and P l y P is a prime ideal of A.
The prime ideal P l y P is called the support of the ordering P. A prime
ideal of A is said to be real if it is the support of some ordering of A.
Our first result is basic and perhaps a bit surprising although the proof
is simple enough.
THEOREM 1.2. If p : A is a real prime then Arp is an integral domain,
i.e., if ab g p then a g p or b g p.
Proof. Fix an ordering P with P l y P s p. Working with the in-
duced ordering Prp on the factor ring Arp, we are reduced to the case
 4where P l y P s p s 0 .
Claim. If ab s 0, then either a2 s 0 or b2 s 0. Clearly we can assume
 . 2a, b g P. Then either a y b g P or b y a g P, so either a y b b s yb
 . 2 2  4 2g P or a b y a s ya g P. Thus either b g P l y P s 0 or a g P
 4l y P s 0 .
By the Claim, it remains to show that a2 s 0 « a s 0. Since the ideal
 40 is prime, it suffices to show that axa s 0 for all x g A. Clearly we can
assume x g P. Either xa y ax g P or ax y xa g P. Consequently, either
 .  .xa y ax a s yaxa g P or a ax y xa s yaxa g P so, in either case,
 4axa g P l y P s 0 .
DEFINITION 1.3. We define the real spectrum Sper A as in the commu-
tative case. As a set Sper A is just the set of all orderings of A. The sets
 4P g Sper A ¬ a f yP , a g A, form a subbasis for the topology on Sper A.
w x w xFor the definition of a spectral space, see 2 or 21 , for example.
THEOREM 1.4. Sper A is a spectral space. If P, P , P g Sper A, P : P ,1 2 i
i s 1, 2 then P : P or P : P .1 2 2 1
In view of Theorem 1.2, Theorem 1.4 can be proved exactly as in the
w x wcommutative case; see 2, Remark 7.1.17 and Proposition 7.1.22 or 12,
xPropositions 4.2 and 4.8 . Alternatively, it is a consequence of Theorem
 . w x1.5 2 below using 21, Propositions 6.3.3 and 6.4.1 .
 4We need some notation. For a g A, let a: Sper A ª y1, 0, 1 be
defined by
1 if a g P _ y P¡~a P s . 0 if a g P l y P¢y1 if a g yP _ P
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 4and let GA s a ¬ a g A . For a real prime p : A, let Sper A denote thep
set of orderings of A having support p and let G A denote the set ofp
 4restrictions a ¬ ¬ a g A_p .Sper Ap
THEOREM 1.5. Suppose Sper A / B. Then:
 .  .1 For each real prime p of A, the pair Sper A, G A is a space ofp p
orderings.
 .  . 2 The pair Sper A, GA is an abstract real spectrum i.e., a space of
.signs .
In Sections 5 and 6 we prove Theorem 1.5. Also, descriptions of value
sets and transversal value sets are given; see Theorems 5.2, 6.1 and 6.2.
These are the main goals of the paper.
w xThe reader should refer to 1, 21 for the general theory of spaces of
orderings and abstract real-spectra. The most striking consequences of this
theory in the present context are various local-global principles relating
 .properties of Sper A, GA with corresponding properties of the residual
 .spaces Sper A, G A , p a real prime.p p
In the commutative case, orderings on A with support p correspond
 .naturally to orderings on the field of fractions k p of Arp, and
 .  .Sper A, G A is naturally identified with the space of orderings of k p .p p
In contrast, the situation in the noncommutative case is more complicated,
as the following example shows.
w xEXAMPLE 1.6. In 14 Malcev gives an example of an integral domain
w xwhich cannot be embedded in a skew field. In 5, 27 Chehata and
Vinogradov prove, simultaneously and independently, that the example
given by Malcev can be ordered. Consequently, noncommutative integral
 4domains exist which have support 0 orderings but cannot be embedded in
 .a skew field. Malcev's example is a semigroup ring Z T . T is the factor
semigroup T s Sr; where S is the free semigroup on the letters
a, b, c, d, x, y, u, ¨ and ; is generated by ax ; by, cx ; dy, and au ; b¨ .
Malcev proves that T is a cancellation semigroup which is not embeddable
 .in a group and that Z T is an integral domain which is not embeddable in
a skew field. Chehata and Vinogradov show that T possesses a total
ordering respecting the multiplication. In fact there are many such order-
.  4ings. For any such ordering - on T we have an associated support 0
 .ordering P : Z T consisting of all elements m t q ??? qm t with m g1 1 n n i
Z, t g T , t - ??? - t , and m ) 0 together with the element 0.i 1 n 1
2. PREORDERINGS AND ORDERINGS
2 .Notation 2.1. For any subset S : A, A S will denote the set of all
permuted products of elements a , a , . . . , a , a , s , . . . , s , for a , . . . , a1 1 n n 1 m 1 n
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g A, s , . . . , s g S, n G 0, m G 0. For example, each of a2s s , a2s s ,1 m 1 1 2 1 2 1
a s a s , a s s a , a s a s , a s s a , s a2s , s a s a , s s a2, s a2s ,1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1
2 2 .s a s a , s s a is a permuted product of a , a , s , s . S A S will denote2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 .the set of all finite sums of elements of A S .
2 .Observe: For any ordering P of A, S A P s P. Consider any per-
muted product of a , a , . . . , a , a , s , . . . , s for a , . . . , a g A, s , . . . , s1 1 n n 1 m 1 n 1 m
g P. Using the fact that P j y P s A together with the fact that y1
commmutes with elements of A, we can assume a , . . . , a g P, so PP : P1 n
implies the permuted product is in P.
DEFINITION 2.2. A preordering of A is a subset T : A such that
2 .S A T s T. A preordering T of A is said to be proper if y1 f T.
2 .Every ordering is a proper preordering. For any subset S of A, S A S
2 4.is the smallest preordering of A containing S. In particular, S A 1 is
the unique smallest preordering of A. In the rest of the paper, we denote
2 4. 2 2S A 1 by S A for short. If A is commutative, then S A consists of all
sums of squares and T is a preordering if and only if T q T : T , TT : T ,
and S A2 : T.
Notation 2.3. For a preordering T of A and any a g A, we denote by
w xT a the set of all finite sums of permuted products of a , a , . . . , a , a , t ,1 1 n n 1
. . . , t , a, for a , . . . , a g A, t , . . . , t g T , n G 0, m G 0.m 1 n 1 m
w xClearly T q T a is a preordering and it is the smallest preordering
 4 w xcontaining T j a . If A is commutative then T a s Ta.
w xIn 13 , an m-system is defined to be a non-empty set s : A such that
a, b g S « there exists c g A such that acb g S. The compliment of a
prime ideal is an m-system.
DEFINITION 2.4. A non-empty set S : A is called a quadratic m-system
if for any a, b g S, there exists c g A such that ac2 b g S.
The motivation behind this definition comes from the next lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. If p is a prime, 2 f p , and a, b g A_p , then there exists
c g A such that ac2 b f p.
Proof. Note: if d f p , then 2 d f p. p is prime so d, e f p « there
 .exists x g A such that dxe f p. Taking e s 2 and using dx2 s 2 d x
yields 2 d f p as required. Now let y g A be such that ayb f p. By the
 .above note, 4ayb s 2 2 ayb f p. But
2 24ayb s a y q 1 b y a y y 1 b .  .
2 2 .  .so either a y q 1 b f p or a y y 1 b f p.
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 .THEOREM 2.6. 1 Suppose S : T : Q : A where S is a quadratic m-sys-
tem, T is a preordering, and Q is a T-module i.e., Q q Q : Q and
w x .s g Q « T s : Q such that yS l Q s B. If Q is maximal with these
properties then Q l y Q is a prime ideal and Q j y Q s A i.e., Q is a
.semi-ordering of A .
 .2 Suppose S : T : A where S is a quadratic m-system and T is a
preordering such that yS l T s B. If T is maximal with these properties,
then T is an ordering.
 . X Proof. 1 First we show p s Q l y Q is an ideal. Let Q s b ¬ 2b g
4 X XQ . Then Q = Q is an T-module. If ys g Q for some s g S, then
y2 s g Q so ys s y2 s q s g Q, a contradiction. Therefore, yS l QX s
B. By maximality of Q, Q s QX. Clearly, p q p : p and yp s p. Given
 .2  .2 Xa g A, b g p , we have 4ab s a q 1 b y a y 1 b g Q. Since Q s Q,
this implies ab g Q. Similarly, yab g Q, so ab g p. A similar argument
shows that ba g p.
Next we show p is a prime ideal. Suppose aAb : p , a, b f p. We may
w x w xassume a, b f Q. Then Q q T a and Q q T b are T-modules which
contain Q properly so, by maximality of Q, we have equations ys s q q1 1
w x w xt , ys s q q t where s , s g S, q , q g Q, and t g T a , t g T b .1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Since S is a quadratic m-system, there exist c, d g A such that s c2s d2s1 1 2
g S. The following identity holds:
ys c2s d2s s s q t c2 s q t d2s y s c2 s q t d2s .  .  .1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
y s q t c2s d2s y t c2 t d2 s q t q t c2 t d2 t . .  .1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
 . 2 . 2  .Clearly, s q t c s q t d s g Q. Since s , s g T , y s q t s q g1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1
 . 2 . 2 Q and y s q t s q g Q, it follows that ys c s q t d s , y s q2 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
. 2 2 2 2 .t c s d s , and yt c t d s q t are in Q. Finally, since aAb : p , it is1 1 2 1 1 2 2
clear that t c2 t d2 t g Q. This gives ys c2s d2s g Q, a contradiction.1 1 2 1 1 2
If a, ya f Q, then using the same argument as above, but with b s ya,
we arrive at a contradiction in exactly the same way, although the justifica-
2 2  2 2tion of the statement t c t d t g Q is a bit different. Since yc t d t1 1 2 1 2
2 2 .g T and yt s s q q g Q, we have t c t d t g Q. This proves Q j1 1 1 1 1 2
y Q s A.
 .2 Let Q : A be a T-module containing T and maximal such that
w xyS l Q s B. Then Q s T. For otherwise, if a g Q_T , then T q T a is
 w x.a preordering containing T properly, and yS l T q T a s B since
w x  .T q T a : Q. Thus, by 1 , T is an ordering.
COROLLARY 2.7. Any proper preordering of A is contained in an ordering
of A. Consequently, A has an ordering if and only if y1 f S A2.
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 4  .Proof. Take S s 1 in Theorem 2.6 2 .
Theorem 2.6 generalizes well-known results in the commutative case,
w x  . w x  .e.g., see 3, 22, 28 for Theorem 2.6 1 and 2, 12, 21 for Theorem 2.6 2 . In
the commutative case, by going to the localization A ª Sy1A, it suffices to
 4deal with the case where S s 1 but, in the noncommutative case,
w xlocalization is not well-behaved. See 24, Proposition 1.9 for a noncommu-
tative higher level version of Corollary 2.7.
3. T-COMPATIBLE PRIMES
DEFINITION 3.1. A prime ideal p of A is said to be T-compatible
 .where T is a preordering of A if there exists an ordering P = T with
p s P l y P.
Clearly a T-compatible prime ideal is real. Also, a prime ideal is real iff
it is S A2-compatible.
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose p is a prime ideal of A and T is a preordering of
A with T l y T s p. If T is maximal with this property, then T is an
ordering.
 .Proof. 2 f p. If 2 g p , then y1 s 1 q y2 g T , so 1 g p , a contra-
diction. Let S s T _p. It is clear that S : T , yS l T s B, and, by
Lemma 2.5, S is a quadratic m-system. Let P = T be a preordering
 .maximal such that yS l P s B. By Theorem 2.6 2 , P is an ordering. If
P l y P s p we are done. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exists
a g P l y P, a f p. By Lemma 2.5, there is c g A such that ac2a f p.
2Then yac a g yS l P, a contradiction.
As in the commutative case, we have a characterization of T-compatible
primes:
COROLLARY 3.3. For T a preordering of A and p a prime ideal of A, the
following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 p is T-compatible.
 .2 s, t g T and s q t g p « s, t g p.
 .  .  .3 T q p l y T q p s p.
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Let P be an ordering of A such that P = T and
P l y P s p. Suppose s q t g p , s, t g T. Then s g P and s g yt q p
: yP, so s g P l y P s p. A similar argument shows that t g p.
 .  .  .  .2 « 3 . It suffices to show T q p l y T q p : p. Suppose a s t1
 .q x s y t q x , t , t g T , x , x g p. Then t q t s yx y x g p1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .so 2 implies t , t g p. Hence a g p.1 2
 .  .3 « 1 . Apply Theorem 3.2 to the preordering T q p.
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Of course, Corollary 3.3 also provides a characterization of real primes:
COROLLARY 3.4. For a prime p in A, the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 p is real.
 . 22 s, t g S A and s q t g p « s, t g p.
 .  2 .  2 .3 S A q p l y S A q p s p.
Also, using Theorem 3.2, one can derive the following result which is
w xessentially due to Lam 13, Lemma 17.8 .
THEOREM 3.5. Let T be a preordering of A such that p [ T l y T is a
prime ideal, and let a g A. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .1 a f P for all orderings P of A with T : P and P l y P s p.
 .  w x.  w x.2 T q T a l y T q T a p p.
 .3 ysa s t for some s, t g T _p.
 .  .  w x.  w x.Proof. 1 « 2 . If T q T a l y T q T a s p , then we can apply
w xTheorem 3.2 to get an ordering P with P = T q T a and P l y P s p.
 .This contradicts 1 .
 .  .2 « 3 . T l y T s p implies, in particular, that p is T-compatible.
 . w xSuppose t q s s y t q s f p with t , t g T , s , s g T a . Then1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
 .ysa s t where s s t q t , t s s q s a. Since p is T-compatible and1 2 1 2
since t , t , s a, s a are elements of T and a f p , it is clear that s, t f p.1 2 1 2
 .  .3 « 1 . If a g P for some ordering P with P = T and P l y P s p ,
then t s ysa g P l y P s p , a contradiction.
4. THE POSITIVSTELLENSATZ
w xAs in the commutative case 2, 12 , various versions of the Positivstellen-
satz hold. We mention some of these now, in passing. We continue with
the notation of Section 1. We assume T is a preordering of A and
  . 4X s P g Sper A ¬ t P G 0 for all t g T . The versions of the Positivstel-
 .lensatz that we present here see Corollary 4.2 can all be derived from
Theorem 2.6 via the following result. In fact, Theorem 2.6 itself can be
viewed as some sort of abstract Positivstellensatz.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose c, d g A. Then c G 0 « d s 0 holds on X iff
2 k 2w xyd g T q S A c for some integer k G 0.
 2 k 4 2 2w xProof. Let S s d ¬ k G 0 and consider the S A -module T q S A c .
 2w x. 2If yS l T q S A c s B then there is a S A -module Q containing
2w xT q S A c which is maximal subject to the condition yS l Q s B. By
 .Theorem 2.6 1 , p s Q l y Q is a prime ideal. Also, T : Q, so T is
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p-compatible. Let T s T q p. Since d f p , it follows from our assump-p
tion that c f P for all orderings P = T having support p , so by Theoremp
3.5, ysc s t for some s, t g T _p. Then st g T : Q and yst s s2c gp p
2w xS A c : Q, so st g Q l y Q s p , a contradiction.
 .COROLLARY 4.2 Positivstellensatz . Suppose a, b g A. Then
2 . w x1 a s 1 on X m y1 g T y S A a .
2 k .2 a s 0 on X m ya g T for some integer k G 0.
2 k 2 . w x3 a G 0 on X m ya g T y S A a for some integer k G 0.
2 2 2 k 2 .  . w x4 a s b on X m y a q b g T y S A ab for some integer
k G 0.
 .  .  .Proof. 1 Take c s ya, d s 1. 2 Take c s 0, d s a. 3 Take c s
2 2 .ya, d s a. 4 Take c s yab, d s a q b .
Remark 4.3. Occasionally one wants to replace X by Y s P g Sper A
 .  . 4¬ t P G 0 for all t g T and s P / 0 for all s g S where T : A is a
preordering and S : A is a multiplicative set. It is worth noting that our
results can be made to apply in this case also: By compactness, the
condition c G 0 « d s 0 on Y is equivalent to the condition that there
exists s g S such that c G 0 « dss 0 on X.
5. THE SPACE OF ORDERINGS ATTACHED TO A
REAL PRIME
 . 2We prove a generalization of Theorem 1.5 1 . Suppose that y1 f S A
and fix a proper preordering T of A. For example, take T s S A2. Also fix
a T-compatible prime p and denote by X the set of all orderings of Ap
containing T and having support p. By definition, X / B. For a g A_p ,p
 4let a: X ª y1, 1 be defined byp
1 if a g Pa P s . y1 if g yP
 .so a is the restriction to X of the mapping a defined in Section 1 . Also,p
 4let G s a ¬ a g A_p . By Theorem 1.2, ab s ab for all a, b g G , so Gp p p
 4 X pis a subgroup of 1, y1 . Let T s T q p. T is a preordering, andp p
T l y T s p by Corollary 3.3. By Theorem 3.5, a s b iff sab s t forp p
w x  :  4some s, t g T _p. We define value sets as in 21 , i.e., D a s a , for allp
 :   .  .  .  .  .  .a g G , D a, b s c g G ¬ c P q a P b P c P s a P q b P for allp p
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4  :  :P g X , for all a, b g G , and D a , . . . , a s D D a , c ,p p 1 n cg D a , . . . , a : 12 n
 .for all a , . . . , a g G , if n G 3. We want to show that the pair X , G is1 n p p p
w xa space of orderings as defined in 20, 21 , i.e., that the following axioms
hold:
 .  4 X pAX1 X / B, G is a subgroup of y1, 1 , G contains the con-p p p
stant function y1, and G separates points in X .p p
 .  4  .  .  .  .AX2 If f : G ª y1, 1 satisfies f ab s f a f b , f y1 s y1,p
 :  .  .  .and c g D a, b , f a s f b s 1 « f c s 1, then there exists P g Xp
 .  .such that f a s a P for all a g G .p
 .  :  :AX3 For all a , a , a g G , if b g D a , c for some c g D a , a ,1 2 3 p 1 2 3
 :  :then b g D d, a for some d g D a , a .3 1 2
w xThe proof is quite similar to the proof in the field case 21 or in the
w xskew field case 6, 20, 26 . On the other hand, in view of Malcev's example
 .see Example 1.6 it is not possible to deduce this result directly from the
corresponding result for skew fields. The main step in the proof is in the
following lemma:
 :  w x w x 4LEMMA 5.1. D a, b s c g G ¬ c g T a q T b , c f p .p p p
Proof. By going to the factor ring Arp, there is no harm in assuming
 4 w x w xp s 0 . The inclusion = is clear. In fact, if c g T a q T b , c f p ,p p
then, for P g X , a, b g P « c g P, and a, b g yP « c g yP. Thisp
 .  .  .  .means either c P a P s 1 or c P b P s 1 for all P g X , so c gp
 :D a, b .
 :  .  .To show the other inclusion, let c g D a, b . Then either a P c P s 1
X Y X .  . w xor b P c P s 1 for all P g X . Let T s T q T yac and T s T qp p p
Xw x  .  .T ybc . Since either ac P s 1 or bc P s 1 for all P g X , we havep
either ac g P or bc g P for all P g X . Thus there is no ordering withp
 4 Y Y Y  4support 0 containing T so, by Theorem 3.2, T l y T / 0 . There are
two cases:
X X  4Case 1. T l y T s 0 . Then by Theorem 3.5, tbc s s for some
s, t g T X, s, t / 0, so t 2 bc s ts / 0. Let t 2 bc s t y s where t g T ,1 1 1 p
2 2w xs g T ac . If t / 0 then t c s t bc q s c / 0. Then c s t c and1 p 1 1 1 1
w x 2 2 w x w x w xs c g T a and t bc g T b so t c g T a q T b . If t s 0 then y s1 p p 1 p p 1
2 2 w x w x  .2  .2t bc s ys c / 0 and y g T b l y T a . Then 2 y c s y yc q 1 y1
22 . w x w xy yc y 1 g T a q T b and 2 y cs c since y / 0, 2 / 0. .p p
X X  4Case 2. T l y T / 0 . Then, again by Theorem 3.5, we have tac s s
2 w xfor some s, t g T , s, t / 0. Then c s sc and sc s tac g T a .p p
Using Lemma 5.1, we can now prove the desired result.
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THEOREM 5.2. Suppose T is a proper preordering in A and p is a
T-compatible prime, notations as abo¨e. Then
 .  .1 X , G is a space of orderings.p p
 .  :  w x w x 42 D a , . . . , a s b ¬ b g T a q ??? qT a , b f p .1 n p 1 p n
X X .  : 3 D a , . . . , a s b ¬ b g A_p and there exist a , . . . , a g A_p1 n 1 n
X X X 4such that b s a q ??? qa and a s a for i s 1, . . . , n .1 n i i
 .  .  4Proof. 1 Axiom AX1 is clear. Let f : G ª y1, 1 satisfy thep
 .   . 4  .conditions of AX2 and let P s a g A_p ¬ f a s 1 j p. Since f 1 s 1,
we see that T : P. Also, it is easy to check that P j y P s A, P l y P
s p , PP : P, and P q P : P. To check that P q P : P, use the fact that
 : .  .a q bg D a, b if a q b f p. This means P g X and clearly f a sp
 .  .a P for all a g G . Thus AX2 is satisfied.p
 . w x w xFor AX3 , by Lemma 5.1, c s c for some c g T a q T a . Then1 1 p 2 p 3
 : w xb g D a , c so, again by Lemma 5.1, b s b for some b g T a q1 1 1 1 p 1
w x w x w x w x w xT c : T a qT a qT a . Let b sa q a q a , a g T a , i sp 1 p 1 p 2 p 3 1 1 2 3 i p i
1, 2, 3. If a q a f p , take d s a q a . If a q a g p , then b1 2 1 2 1 2
 :s b s a s a so we can take d to be any element in D a , a in this1 3 3 1 2
case.
 .2 This follows from Theorem 3.5 and Lemma 5.1. Suppose n s 1.
w xClearly if b g T a , b f p , then b s a. Conversely, if b s a then abs 1p
2 w xso by Theorem 3.5, sab s t for some s, t g T _p. Then tb s sab g T ap p
and b s tb. For n s 2 the result is immediate from Lemma 5.1. Suppose
w x w x w xn G 3. Suppose b s s q s , s g T a , s g T a q ??? qT a , b f p. If1 2 1 p 1 2 p 2 p n
 :  :s f p then b g D a , s and by induction on n, s g D a , . . . , a , so2 1 1 2 2 n
 :  :b g D a , . . . , a . If s g p then s f p and b s s s a g D a , . . . , a .1 n 2 1 1 1 1 n
 :  : Conversely, suppose b g D a , . . . , a . Then b g D a , c , c g D a , . . . ,1 n 1 2
: w x w xa . By induction on n, c s c , c g T a q ??? qT a , and b s b ,n 1 1 p 2 p n 1
w x w x w x w xb g T a q T c : T a q ??? qT a .1 p 1 p 1 p 1 p n
X X X X . w x3 If b s a q ??? qa , b f p , a s a , i s 1, . . . , n, then b g T a1 n i i p 1
Xw x  :  .q ??? qT a so b g D a , . . . , a by 2 . For the inclusion : , supposep n 1 n
 :b g D a , . . . , a . Let a s yb. From standard properties of values sets1 n 0
 .for example, see the description of value sets given in Remark 5.3 below
 :we know that y a g D a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a holds for i s 0, . . . , n.i 0 iy1 iq1 n
 . XUsing this and 2 this gives us n q 1 equations, yb s  t , i si j/ i i j
X X X Xw x0, . . . , n with b s a , t g T a . Thus, if a s b q  t , then a s ai i i j p j i i j/ i ji i i
X X Xand ya s a q ??? qa .0 1 n
Remark 5.3. Various results now follow automatically from the theory
of spaces of orderings. For the reader unfamiliar with spaces of orderings
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we point out some of these results:
 . 1 We have yet another characterization of value sets: b g D a ,1 1
n n:  .  .. . . , a iff there exists b , . . . , b g G such that  a P s  b Pn 2 n p is1 i is1 i
w xholds for all P g X 21, p. 26 .p
 .  .2 One can form the Witt ring W X , G , and the representationp p
 .theorem holds: A continuous function f : X ª Z belongs to W X , Gp p p
 . < < w xiff  f P ' 0 mod V holds for all finite fans V : X 21, p. 41 .P g V p
 .  . w x3 X , G possesses a P-structure 21, p. 79 . In the paper which isp p
 .the sequel to this we show more is true, namely X , G has a naturalp p
P-structure coming from real places on the integral domain Arp and also
Brocker's trivialization theorem for fans holds.È
 .4 The isotropy theorem holds. Also, the structure theorem for
 .  .spaces of orders of finite chain length applies to X , G if X , G hasp p p p
w xfinite chain length 21, pp. 65 and 67 .
6. THE MAIN THEOREM
In the previous section we considered orderings on A having as support
a fixed real prime. In this section we look at the complete set of orderings
 4of A. As in Section 1, if a g A, a: Sper A ª y1, 0, 1 is defined by
1 if a g P _ y P¡~a P s . 0 if a g P l y P¢y1 if a g yP _ P
 4  .and GA s a ¬ a g A . We want to prove Theorem 1.5 2 . Also, we want
 :to describe the value sets D a , . . . , a and the transversal value sets1 n
t :D a , . . . , a in this situation.1 n
We prove a more general result. Namely, we fix a preordering T in
  . 4A with y1 f T , and we let X s P g Sper A ¬ t P G 0 for all t g T .
Also, we denote by G the set of all restrictions of elements of GA to X.
wValue sets and transversal value sets are defined as in 21, pp. 99 and
x t :  4 t :   .  .105 , i.e., D a s a , D a , a s c g G ¬ a P q a P s1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  . 4 t :c P q c P a P a P , for all P g X , and D a , . . . , a s1 2 1 n
t :tD D a , c , if n G 3, for all a, a , . . . , a g G, andcg D a , . . . , a : 1 1 n2 n
 :  2 4  :  2 .  . 2 .  .D a s b a ¬ b g G , D a , a s c g G ¬ c P a P q c P a P s1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  . 4  :c P q a P a P c P , for all P g X , and D a , . . . , a s1 2 1 n
 :D D a , c , if n G 3, for all a, a , . . . , a g G. We want tocg Da , . . . , a : 1 1 n2 n
 .show the pair X, G is an abstract real spectrum, i.e., that it satisfies the
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following axioms:
 .  4 XAX1 X / B, G is a submonoid of y1, 0, 1 , G contains the con-
stant functions y1, 0, 1, and G separates points in X.
 .AX2 If S is a submonoid of G satisfying S j y S s G, y1 f S,
t :a, b g S « D a, b : S, and ab g S l y S « a g S l y S or b g
  . 4S l y S, then there exists P g X such that S s a g G ¬ a P G 0 .
 . t : t :AX3 For all a , a , a g G, if b g D a , c for some c g D a , a ,1 2 3 1 2 3
t : t :then b g D d, a for some d g D a , a .3 1 2
  . 4THEOREM 6.1. Suppose X s P g Sper A ¬ t P G 0 for all t g T where
T is a proper preordering of A, and let G be the set of restrictions of elements
of GA to X. Then
 .  .1 X, G is an abstract real spectrum.
 .  :  w x2 For any a , . . . , a g A, D a , . . . , a s b ¬ b g T a q ??? q1 n 1 n 1
w x4T a .n
X Xt .  : 3 For any a , . . . , a g A, D a , . . . , a s b ¬ there exists a , . . . , a1 n 1 n 1 n
X X X 4g A with b s a q ??? qa and a s a , i s 1, . . . , n .1 n i i
 .  .Here, in 2 and 3 it has to be understood that a denotes the restriction of a
to X.
Theorem 6.1 generalizes exactly known results in the commutative case,
w xe.g., see 21, Propositions 5.5.1, 5.5.4, and Theorem 6.1.2 . We also have the
following generalization of Theorem 6.1 which, in the commutative case,
can be deduced from Theorem 6.1 by going to the localization A ª Sy1A.
Of course, in the noncommutative case, localization is not well behaved.
  .COROLLARY 6.2. Suppose Y s P g Sper A ¬ t P G 0 for all t g T and
 . 4s P / 0 for all s g S / B, where T : A is a preordering and S : A is a
multiplicati¨ e set and let H be the set of restrictions of elements of GA to Y.
Then
 .  .1 Y, H is an abstract real spectrum.
 .  .2 Value sets and trans¨ ersal sets for Y, H are described exactly as in
 .  .Theorem 6.1 2 and 3 but with the understanding that now a denotes the
restriction of a to Y.
w xProof. In view of Theorem 6.1, this follows from 21, Proposition 6.5.7 .
 .Proof of Theorem 6.1. Axiom AX1 is clear. Let S be a submonoid of
 .  4G satisfying the conditions of AX2 and let P s a g A ¬ a g S . Then
  . 4one checks that P g X and S s a g G ¬ a P G 0 . The main point is
t :  .that a q bg D a, b so P q P : P. This proves AX2 .
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 .  . wThus, to prove 1 , we are left with showing AX3 . According to 21,
x  .  .Theorem 6.2.4 , AX3 is equivalent to a certain weak version of AX3
 .called weak associativity ,
 :  :  :if b g D a , c , for some c g D a , a , then b g D d , a1 2 3 3
 :for some d g D a , a ,1 2
t :   .provided the condition D a, b / B holds for all a, b g A i.e., AX3a
t . w x.  :and AX3b in 21 . Since a q bg D a, b , the latter condition is clear,
and weak associativity is more or less immediate once we have the
 .description of value sets given in 2 .
 .  .So we turn our attention to 2 and 3 . For each of these, the inclusion
= is easy, so we concentrate on proving the other inclusion. Also, from
w xthe description of transversal value sets given in 21, Proposition 6.2.7 , one
 .  . wsees that it is possible to deduce 3 from 2 . According to 21, Proposition
tx  :  :6.2.7 , y a g D a , . . . , a holds iff y a g D a , . . . , a , a , . . . , a0 1 n i 0 iy1 iq1 n
 .holds for i s 0, . . . , n. Using this and 2 this gives us n q 1 equations,
X X X Xw xb s  t , i s 0, . . . , n with b s a , t g T a . Thus, if a s b q  t ,i j/ i i j i i i j j i i j/ i ji
X X X Xthen a s a and ya s a q ??? qa .i i 0 1 n
 .Thus we are left with proving the non-trivial inclusion : of 2 . As in
the commutative case, this reduces to the case n s 2, but the proof for
 w x.n s 2 given in the commutative case see 21, Proposition 5.5.1 does not
seem to generalize easily. Here we take a different approach which has
w xelements in common with the approach taken in 1 ; namely we use
 .Theorem 2.6 1 .
 w xSuppose a g A is such that a is not in the set b ¬ b g T a1
w x4 2 kq1 w xq ??? qT a . Then, for each k G 0, a is not in the T-module yT an
w x w x 2 kq1 w xq T a q ??? qT a . For if a s ys q s q ??? qs with s g T a1 n 1 n
2 kq1 kq1w xand s g T a , then a q s s s q ??? qs and a s a q s whichi i 1 n 2
2 k w xcontradicts our assumption. This implies that ya f T q T ya a1
w x w xq ??? qT ya a for k G 0. Let Q be a T-module containing T q T ya an 1
w xq ??? qT ya a and maximal subject to the condition yS l Q s B wheren
 2 k 4S s a , k G 0 , and let p s Q l y Q, T s T q p. Then p is T-compat-p
 w x w x.ible and T l T a a q ??? qT a a : Q l y Q s p. Since p is a realp p 1 p n
w x  w x w x.prime and a f p , this implies that T a l T a q ??? qT a : p. Letp p 1 p n
 4  .X s P g X ¬ P l y P s p and consider the residue space X , G .p p p
 4Here G s b ¬ b g A where b denotes the restriction of b to X .p p p p
 U .According to Theorem 5.2, the pair X , G is a space of orderings wherep p
U  4G s G _ 0 .p p p
 :  :Claim. a f D a , . . . , a . For otherwise, since D a , . . . , a sp 1 n 1 np p p p
 w x w x4b ¬ b g T a q ??? qT a by Theorem 5.2, we would obtain a s b onp p 1 p n
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 w x w x.X for some b g T a q ??? qT a _p. By Theorem 3.5, there existp p 1 p n
2 2 w x  w xs, t g T _p with sab s t. Then sab s tb so sab g T a l T ap p p 1
w x.q ??? qT a : p , which is a contradiction since a, s, b f p.p n
 .From the Claim using the obvious fact that X : X , it follows thatp
 :a f D a , . . . , a . Note that some of the a may be in p , but this does1 n i
not alter the validity of the argument. This completes the proof of Theo-
rem 6.1.
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